What We Do Matters

A job should be more than work. Discover a rewarding career and the satisfaction that comes with serving a purpose greater than yourself.

The TSA Intelligence and Analysis (I&A) team identifies security risks to prevent attacks against U.S. transportation systems and ensure safe travels domestically and abroad.


I&A directly supports TSA’s security operations through an intelligence-driven, risk-based approach to its counterterrorism mission to protect America’s transportation infrastructure and ensure freedom of movement for people and commerce. Through real-time intelligence and operational information across all modes of transportation, I&A communicates and coordinates with other federal, state and local entities to prevent transportation security-related incidents.

ENSURING SAFE TRAVELS

Apply today at jobs.tsa.gov

U.S. citizenship required. TSA is an equal opportunity employer. All veterans are asked to provide form DD214 or Statement of Service.
Intelligence Operations Specialist
Transportation Analysis Division
Provides tailored and actionable intelligence support to TSA operational components. Collaborates with transportation stakeholders, intelligence/counterintelligence and law enforcement community partners at headquarters and/or in the field to ensure comprehensive understanding of threats or risks affecting transportation and necessary de-confliction.

Transportation Security Specialist (Vetting)
Security Threat Assessment Division
Conducts analysis of operational vetting information related to transportation workers and passengers to prepare status update reports, maintain program records and coordinate with internal and external stakeholders to provide summary briefings or develop requirements for transportation security program changes.

Security Assistant
Vetting Analysis Division
Implements security directives, regulations, policies and standard operating procedures in gathering commercial passenger information to assist with addressing boarding pass/identification discrepancies while utilizing databases requiring special actions and/or additional information for potential resolution/outcomes of access to the air carrier.

Supervisory Intelligence Operations Specialist
Transportation Analysis Division
Supervises a staff of intelligence operation specialists who collect and process raw intelligence information into actionable products. Represents TSA's Intelligence and Analysis Division I&A as a key point of contact for both internal and external audiences and proposes preventative actions against emerging threats to transportation security.

Transportation Security Specialist
Security Threat Assessment Division
Reduce the probability of a successful terrorist or other criminal attack on the transportation system through application of risk-based threat assessment methodologies intended to identify known or suspected threats working in, or seeking access to, the Nation's transportation system and critical infrastructure.

Transportation Security Specialist
Vetting Analysis Division
Interprets vetting match results produced by an automated vetting system. Using classified and unclassified databases and computer-aided tools, conducts extensive research, including interpretation and evaluation of complex multisource data to determine whether an identity being vetted is a match to an identity on terrorism-related watch lists.
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